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go your own way
Starry Eyes
by Jenn Bennett
Ever since last year’s homecoming dance, best
friends-turned-best enemies Zorie and Lennon
have made an art of avoiding each other. But
when a group camping trip goes south, Zorie
and Lennon find themselves stranded in the
wilderness. Alone. Together. With no one but
each other for company, Zorie and Lennon
have no choice but to hash out their issues via
witty jabs and insults as they try to make their
way to safety. But fighting each other while
also fighting off the forces of nature makes
getting out of the woods in one piece less and
less likely. And as the two travel deeper into
Northern California’s rugged backcountry,
secrets and hidden feelings surface. Can Zorie
and Lennon’s rekindled connection survive out
in the real world? Or was it just a result of the
fresh forest air and the magic of the twinkling
stars?
Mariam Sharma Hits the Road
by Sheba Karim
The summer after her freshman year of
college, Mariam is looking forward to
working and hanging out with her best
friends: irrepressible and beautiful
Ghazala, and religious but closeted Umar.
But when a scandalous photo of Ghaz
appears on a billboard in Times Square,
Mariam and Umar come up with a plan to
rescue her from her furious parents. And
what could be a better escape than a
spontaneous road trip down to New
Orleans? Three Pakistani-American
teenagers, on a trip through the land of
pork ribs, mechanical bulls, and
Confederate flags. It’s going to be quite
an adventure.
The Girl from Everywhere
by Heidi Heilig
If there is a map, Nix’s father can sail his
ship, The Temptation, to any place and any
time. But now that he’s uncovered the one
map he’s always sought—1868 Honolulu,
the year before Nix’s mother died in
childbirth—Nix’s life, her entire existence,
is at stake. No one knows what will happen
if her father changes the past. It could
erase Nix’s future, her dreams, her
adventures . . . her connection with the
charming Persian thief, Kash, who’s been
part of their crew for two years.

books about traveling

Field Notes on Love
by Jennifer E. Smith
Having just been dumped by his girlfriend,
British-born Hugo is still determined to take his
last-hurrah-before-college train trip across the
United States. One snag: the companion ticket
is already booked under the name of his ex,
Margaret Campbell. Non transferable, no
exceptions. Enter the new Margaret C. (Mae
for short), an aspiring filmmaker with big
dreams. After finding Hugo’s spare ticket offer
online, she’s convinced it’s the perfect
opportunity to expand her horizons. When the
two meet, the attraction is undeniable, and
both find more than they bargained for. As
Mae pushes Hugo to explore his dreams for his
future, he’ll encourage her to channel a new,
vulnerable side of her art. But when life off the
train threatens the bubble they’ve created for
themselves, will they manage to keep their love
on track?
Mosquitoland
by David Arnold
After the sudden collapse of her family, Mim
Malone is dragged from her home in northern
Ohio to the "wastelands" of Mississippi,
where she lives in a medicated milieu with her
dad and new stepmom. Before the dust has a
chance to settle, she learns her mother is sick
back in Cleveland. So she ditches her new life
and hops aboard a northbound Greyhound
bus to her real home and her real mother,
meeting a quirky cast of fellow travelers
along the way. But when her thousand-mile
journey takes a few turns she could never see
coming, Mim must confront her own demons,
redefining her notions of love, loyalty, and
what it means to be sane.

The Disenchantments
by Nina LaCour
Colby and Bev have a long-standing pact:
graduate, hit the road with Bev's band, and
then spend the year wandering around
Europe. But moments after the tour kicks off,
Bev makes a shocking announcement: she's
abandoning their plans - and Colby - to start
college in the fall. But the show must go on
and The Disenchantments weave through the
Pacific Northwest, playing in small towns and
dingy venues, while roadie Colby struggles to
deal with Bev's already-growing distance and
the most important question of all: what's
next?
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Dear Martin
by Nic Stone
Justyce McAllister is a good kid, an honor
student, and always there to help a friend—
but none of that matters to the police officer
who just put him in handcuffs. Justyce looks to
the teachings of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. for
answers. But do they hold up anymore? He
starts a journal to Dr. King to find out. Then
comes the day Justyce goes driving with his
best friend, Manny, windows rolled down,
music turned up—way up, sparking the fury of
a white off-duty cop beside them. Words fly.
Shots are fired. Justyce and Manny are
caught in the crosshairs.
The Knife of Never Letting Go
by Patrick Ness
Todd Hewitt is the only boy in a town of men.
Ever since the settlers were infected with
the Noise germ, Todd can hear everything
the men think, and they hear everything he
thinks. Todd is just a month away from
becoming a man, but in the midst of the
cacophony, he knows that the town is hiding
something from him — something so awful
Todd is forced to flee with only his dog,
whose simple, loyal voice he hears too. With
hostile men from the town in pursuit, the two
stumble upon a strange and eerily silent
creature: a girl. Who is she? Why wasn't she
killed by the germ like all the females on New
World?

Warcross
by Marie Lu
Teenage hacker Emika Chen works as a
bounty hunter, tracking down Warcross
players who bet on the game illegally. But
the bounty-hunting world is competitive, and
survival has not been easy. To make some
quick cash, Emika takes a risk and hacks into
the opening game of the international
Warcross Championships—only to
accidentally glitch herself into the action and
become an overnight sensation. Convinced
she’s going to be arrested, Emika is shocked
when instead she gets a call from the game’s
creator, the elusive young billionaire Hideo
Tanaka, with an irresistible offer. He needs a
spy on the inside of this year’s tournament in
order to uncover a security problem . . . and
he wants Emika for the job.

Now Try:

Jackpot
by Nic Stone
Meet Rico: high school senior and
afternoon-shift cashier at the Gas 'n' Go,
who after school and work races home to
take care of her younger brother. Every.
Single. Day. When Rico sells a jackpotwinning lotto ticket, she thinks maybe her
luck will finally change, but only if she,
with some assistance from her popular and
wildly rich classmate Zan, can find the
ticket holder who hasn't claimed the prize.
But what happens when have and havenots collide? Will this investigative duo
unite...or divide?

Now Try:

The Rest of Us Just Live Here
by Patrick Ness
What if you aren't the Chosen One? The
one who's supposed to fight the zombies,
or the soul-eating ghosts, or whatever
the heck this new thing is, with the blue
lights and the death? What if you're like
Mikey? Who just wants to graduate and
go to prom and maybe finally work up the
courage to ask Henna out before
someone goes and blows up the high
school. Again. Because sometimes there
are problems bigger than this week's end
of the world, and sometimes you just
have to find the extraordinary in your
ordinary life. Even if your best friend is
worshipped by mountain lions.

Now Try:

Legend
by Marie Lu
Born into an elite family in one of the
Republic's wealthiest districts, June is a
prodigy being groomed for success in the
Republic's highest military circles. Born
into the slums, Day is the country's most
wanted criminal. From very different
worlds, June and Day have no reason to
cross paths - until the day June's brother,
Metias, is murdered and Day becomes the
prime suspect. Caught in the ultimate
game of cat and mouse, Day is in a race
for his family's survival, while June seeks
to avenge Metias's death. But in a
shocking turn of events, the two uncover
the truth of what has really brought them
together, and the sinister lengths their
country will go to keep its secrets.
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Books about falling in love

What If It's Us?
by Becky Albertalli and Adam Silvera
When Arthur and Ben meet-cute at the
post office, what exactly does the
universe have in store for them? Maybe
nothing. After all, they get separated.
Maybe everything. After all, they get
reunited. But what if they can’t nail a first
date even after three do-overs? What if
Arthur tries too hard to make it work and
Ben doesn’t try hard enough? What if life
really isn’t like a Broadway play? But what
if it is?

By the Book
by Amanda Sellet
Mary Porter-Malcolm has prepared for
high school in the one way she knows how:
an extensive review of classic literature to
help navigate the drama she has come to
expect from such an “esteemed”
institution. When some friends seem in
danger of falling for the same tricks
employed since the days of Austen and
Tolstoy, Mary swoops in to create the
Scoundrel Survival Guide, using
archetypes of literature’s bad boys to
signal red flags. But despite her best
efforts, she soon finds herself falling for a
supposed cad—the same one she warned
her friends away from.

A Very Large Expanse of Sea
by Tahereh Mafi
It’s 2002, a year after 9/11. It’s an
extremely turbulent time politically, but
especially so for someone like Shirin, a
sixteen-year-old Muslim girl who’s tired of
being stereotyped. But then she meets
Ocean James. He’s the first person in
forever who really seems to want to get to
know Shirin. It terrifies her—they seem to
come from two irreconcilable worlds—and
Shirin has had her guard up for so long
that she’s not sure she’ll ever be able to
let it down.
The Henna Wars
by Adiba Jaigirdar
When Nishat meets Flávia at a wedding,
the sparks are instantaneous, but it's a
little tough to pursue a relationship with
another girl when your strict Muslim
parents don't take your coming out so
well. And that's only roadblock number
one. The girls also find themselves in deep
competition at school, where they've both
decided to pursue henna as their chosen
business, despite it only being part of
Nishat's culture. There are so many
reasons Nishat should not be falling for
this girl...but what if she is anyway?

past-tents

stories from the past, for the future
Dreamland Burning
by Jennifer Latham
When seventeen-year-old Rowan Chase
finds a skeleton on her family's property,
she has no idea that investigating the
brutal century-old murder will lead to a
summer of painful discoveries about the
present and the past. Nearly one hundred
years earlier, a misguided violent
encounter propels seventeen-year-old Will
Tillman into a racial firestorm. In a country
rife with violence against blacks and a
hometown segregated by Jim Crow, Will
must make hard choices on a painful
journey towards self discovery and face
his inner demons in order to do what's
right the night Tulsa burns. Their stories
intertwine.
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Jo & Laurie
by Margaret Stohl and Melissa de la Cruz
After the publication of her first novel, Jo
March is shocked to discover her book has
become a bestseller, and her publisher
and fans demand a sequel. While
pressured into coming up with a story, she
goes to New York with her dear friend
Laurie for a week of inspiration--museums,
operas. But Laurie has romance on his
mind, and despite her growing feelings,
Jo's desire to remain independent leads
her to turn down his marriage proposal
and sends the poor boy off to college
heartbroken. When Laurie returns to
Concord with a sophisticated new
girlfriend, will Jo finally communicate her
true heart's desire or lose the love of her
life forever?

